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evidenCe

Functions Available
View submissions information•	
Complete new submissions•	

In this section, the evidence that is collected by each of the WPBA 
tools is shown. As a trainer or clinical supervisor you can fill in new 
submissions for some of the assessments. These include: 

miniCEX•	
DOPS•	
CbD•	
COT•	
CSR (Clinical Supervisor Only)•	

Details on the posts (past, present and future) for each trainee can 
also be seen here. 
Assessments relating to each post can be viewed; please see key below 
for more information on each of the icons. 

KEY

 - List Existing Forms

 - Create a New Form

 
 - Edit Form 

 - No Options 
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view submissions information

Here you can view information on your trainee’s current assessments. There are two columns; the completed  
column shows the total assessments that have been submitted and the minimum column shows the number 
that should be completed before the review.

The information listed gives a summary of the number of assessments that the trainee has to complete or has 
completed in preparation for their next review. The review type can be amended through the drop down box 
located at the top of the screen; the options available in review type are shown below.

You will currently be in summary mode. To have a more detailed look into each of the assessments, select 
by clicking on the name of the assessment (circled above). Each of the assessment screens will have similar 
layouts. For demonstration purposes we will use the DOPS information for this trainee. 

From this 
screen you 
can preview 
the evidence 
collected for 
the trainee.

Click on the 
magnify ing 
glass to view 
the current 
submissions.

Depending on the review type that you select, the ‘completed’ column will 
change accordingly.

Please note, to view the correct review peroid summary a review date must be set. Please see the review date 
section on page 19.



ComPLete new submissions

As a trainer you can complete new submissions for miniCEX, DOPS, CbD, COT and CSR.
We will continue using DOPs as an example.

Click on DOPS as circled above1. 
Click on the ‘Create a New Form’ icon2. 
A blank form will open up allowing you to complete the assessment information.3. 
Click ‘Submit’ once completed.4. 
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